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Team Members’ Talents and
Contributions Make Querétaro a
Manufacturing Center of Excellence
September 2021 marked a
people milestone for Watlow’s
Manufacturing Center of
Excellence in Querétaro, Mexico:
Growing to 2,021 team members
strong.
A quarter century after Watlow®
began manufacturing its
FIREROD® cartridge heaters in
Querétaro, the Watlow de Mexico
team is producing a variety of
electric heaters and temperature
sensors at three facilities in the
Marques Business Park. Inside
those plants, an ever-growing
number of production cells are
attaining Level 3 designation.
Level 3 is achieved through a
rigorous continuous improvement
practice that establishes a work
cell team as self-sustaining.
Gabriela Rodriguez, operations
manufacturing leader at the
Virrey plant in Querétaro,
describes the Watlow approach
to building a constructive culture
by focusing on people. “Our
vision includes every member
of our team practicing our lean
manufacturing philosophy,

Operations team (manufacturing manager, production team leaders, lead operators and operators)

having fun and being proud of
the results we create for Watlow
and our customers – always with
high quality and best value,” she
said. “Through constant focus,

we strive to maintain alignment
within our teams – from
management to our production
team leaders, lead operators and
every person in each work cell.”

“Within Watlow de Mexico, our team
members strive to achieve the highest level
of continuous improvement practice. Since
we began operating in 2018, nine cells have
reached their goal to become Level 3 cells.”
Gabriela Rodriguez
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At Watlow de Mexico’s Virrey facility in Querétaro, the diesel hybrid sensors and EXACTSENSE® production cells were the first two to
achieve the Level 3 designation. The team producing Watlow’s diesel hybrid sensors included (from left): Gabriela Rodríguez, Margarita
Díaz, Maricruz González, Roxana Arellano, Alejandra Hernández, Luis Caballero and Juan Manuel Arteaga.

Flexible cell

Watlow de Mexico’s unified
efforts to foster shared goals
around a common purpose extend
to personalized development
plans for each person, including
regular check-ins on how each
person is feeling. “We will
continue to grow together as we
expand our mastery in every area
of our operations,” Rodriguez
said. Those areas include
health, safety and environment;
quality; manufacturing;
maintenance; process; design;
materials customer support;
account management; logistics;

EXACTSENSE cell

purchasing and human resources.
Team members value one-on-one
meetings with leaders to review
their contribution, influence and
responsibilities, check for gaps
and support the skill development
needed to grow as a company.
“Our personal approach has
reduced annual employee
turnover to eight percent annually
and nearly doubled plant
production,” she added.
According to Rodriguez,
everyone on the manufacturing
floor has the responsibility and

duty to weigh in and offer ideas.
Each person is empowered
to “pull” the Andon signal,
which stops the line, providing
time to communicate with one
another about any corrections
or adjustments required to get
back on pace. Team members are
encouraged to question the status
quo and offer recommendations
to continually improve flow,
increase productivity and reduce
waste.
“We’ve cut lead times in half
in the production cells for
our EXACTSENSE® sensors.
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For cloth heaters used in the
semiconductor industry, we
have boosted production from
300 parts per week to 1,500
Rodriguez said.
“The talent and contribution of
every team member at this site is
what makes us a manufacturing
center of excellence,” she added.
“The entire team has embarked
on a shared vision, fully
empowered and working every
day with passion.”

Virrey lean Level 3 cell team

“The talent and contribution of every team member at this site is
what makes us a manufacturing center of excellence,”
Gabriela Rodriguez

First five Level 3 cells per production line
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